
EARTH SCIENCE FAIR PROJECTS

Earth Science is the science of the study of the earth and it's components. Earth science, also called geosciences,
encompasses all sciences that relate directly.

Study erosion in your local area. The materials used for the different experiments usually can be found around
the home, are recycled materials or can be purchased at a nearby store. Research what your local area might
look like in 50 years due to various human environmental factors. Funny bones is a fun Earth science
experiment using chicken bones. Creating salt on toothpicks Easy science experiments These are some Earth
science experiments that are fun and easy which you can perform with a minimum of materials. What factors
speed up erosion , and what methods can be used to prevent erosion? Earth Science Experiments Check out all
our Earth science experiments that can easily be turned into a science fair projects. What are the short and long
term effects of forest fires? Test if modern cars are really better for the environment than older ones. What are
some possible side effects of diverting a river? Does an ocean breeze blow in the same direction during the
day as during the night? Do different soil types move in different patterns when the same type of movement is
applied? Volcano Experiment, Volcanic Eruptions Find out what happens when expanding gases in magma
cannot escape beneath a volcano. Water Cycle Experiment, Salt on a Stick This experiment combines science
and history as it shows how Indians collected salt and exchanged it for obsidian. Does heat or dry wind
evaporate water faster? Are there places very close to your location that get more or less rainfall than you?
Can you build a volcano to test the theory of how temperature affects lava or the explosiveness of eruption?
Try adding a potato and fork to the experiment and it get a little more complicated. Try this fun experiment
with a few extra hints that you might not know about. How do crystals form, and what factors affect the rate at
which they form? Is there a difference between the air you breathe indoors compared to the air you breathe
outdoors? Cool Science Experiments, Funny Bones In these fun experiments find out how you can create
"funny bones" that can bend. Pumice and obsidian is a fun experiment that examines how air bubbles can
change the texture of pumice so that the rock floats! What parts of the world are most susceptible to
hurricanes? Geology Use a mineral test kit to identify rocks and minerals in your experiments. Often these
experiments can become a science fair project by using the scientific method. Our Salt on a Stick experiment
pictured above uses just salt, toothpicks, clay and water. Does temperature affect the viscosity of lava? Earth
Science Fair Projects Find some great earth science fair projects for kids. Have you ever experimented with
shooting rubber bands just for fun. What kind of weather conditions are the best for stargazing? What is the
best design you can come up with for a homemade astrolabe? Are human burps similar to volcanic eruptions?
Are all clear nights equally good, regardless of temperature? How does soil management affect soil quality?
Can you measure the effect of light pollution on stargazing in your city? How does this relate to barometric
pressure, and how is pressure used to forecast storms? The experiment is easy and you will be able to bend
chicken legs and other bones easily. Use Mohs hardness scale to test different rocks. Simple Science
Experiments, Pressing Layers Discover how bread slices can turn into sedimentary layers in this fun
experiment. What is the relation of the air temperature to the water temperature during the day versus during
the night? Water Cycle Experiments, Acid Rain Learn what happens when acid rain falls on objects made of
calcite in this experiment. Do different types of rocks in the soil affect plant growth?


